Serena plots Olympic revenge as Svitolina blocks path

Qatar coach Felix Sanchez is happy that the qualifying campaign for the team is a thing of the past.

Qatar coach Sanchez was also given charge of the team's Asian Cup squad for their 2019 campaign.

Sanchez took over as head coach of Qatar's men's team in November 2018, replacing former coach Dennis Groves, who resigned after Qatar were eliminated from the 2018 Asian Cup in the group stage.

Sanchez's appointment came as a result of Qatar's failure to qualify for the World Cup after finishing third in their group behind Iran and Uzbekistan.

Sanchez has a reputation for developing young talent and has been credited with helping to improve Qatar's performance in international competitions.

Sanchez's tenure has been marked by a focus on building a strong domestic league and developing the country's youth talent.

Under Sanchez, Qatar has made significant progress, qualifying for the AFC Asian Cup for the first time in the country's history and reaching the quarter-finals of the tournament.

Sanchez's appointment has been widely praised, with fans and officials alike lauding his appointment as a positive step forward for Qatar's footballing development.

Sanchez's success has been attributed to his methodical approach to building a strong national team, with a focus on developing young talent and developing the country's domestic league.

Sanchez has also been praised for his ability to instill a sense of discipline and work ethic among the players, helping to improve Qatar's performance on the pitch.

Sanchez's appointment has been seen as a major step forward for Qatar's footballing development, with many hopeful that he will help take the team to new heights in the future.
France will be without four members of their World Cup-winning squad which confirmed Eden is suffering from a rib injury.

The Dutch striker has not featured for his club since the end of the season, and had a spell on the sidelines earlier in the campaign due to a hamstring problem.

The 25-year-old, who had been out for nine months with a knee injury, returned to training last week and is now expected to make his return soon.

France are due to face Andorra in their next qualifier on Tuesday and are looking for a win to get back on track after a disappointing start to the campaign.
Dimitrov stuns Federer to reach US Open semi-finals

I was trying to stay in that game and make him stay on the court as much as possible

Another heartbeat for Federer in bid for 21st grand slam title

Federer was denied on five break points in the 10th game of the second set during his quarter-final meeting with Bencic. "It's amazing. That shows how confident we both are," Dimitrov said. "I'm just happy, I'm extremely happy, I'm happy for the whole team." Dimitrov, who has never faced Bencic before, said he looked to start to be ready and he had to be on his game to stay in the same vein as the two-time US Open champion.
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Serena sweeps into semis, chalks up 100th US Open win
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Fearsome Japanese hosts will relish rematch against vengeful SA

Japan had stunned South Africa in the opening game of the 2015 World Cup.

England pick World Cup reject Marchant for Italy date

Couch Jason Joseph has been dropped from Eddie Jones’ World Cup squad for tomorrow’s Pool B opener in Yokohama against South Africa.

Astonishingly, the World Cup-bound English flanker was dropped for the last game of the World Cup warm-up series against Italy — despite having started all five of England’s warm-up matches.

Joe Marchant was his countryman’s replacement at the death, following another low-scoring 22-21 win over the Azzurri.

Marchant is out of the Japan game due to injury, leaving a 36-man England squad to choose from.

Deservedly, Marchant’s knock-on in the last warm-up match cost him his place.

But it’s a fresh start, and a huge opportunity for the 20-year-old.

Marchant, who is a former England Under-18 and Under-20 crumbs, has been an integral part of the second-row pack since his arrival at Bath in 2017.


text continues below...
The game is never over until it's over, we try to put good at bats together, it's a comeback.

"You just try to put good at bats together, one after the other, that's what we do." Suzuki added of the walk-off winner. "You just try to put good at bats together, that's what we do.
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"It's a unique situation I'm in this year with my team," he said. "It's a unique situation I'm in this year with my team."
Serbia, Argentina and Spain maintain perfect starts

It’s not easy to win three times against any team, even if people say we’re much better than them.

Serbia coach Aleksandar Djordjevic said his team had analyzed their losses over Italy, having beaten France twice in the build-up to the World Cup.

With the score 63-61 to the South American side late in the game, their pistol-shooters Bogdan Bogdanovic and Danilo Gallinari carried the Italian effort with 26 points each for Argentina.

Argentina stifled out the Russians in the third quarter after Bogdanovic scored 31 points and Gallinari carried the Italian scoring with 26 points.

“Before Campazzo scored twice in the final four minutes of a frantic contest between Lithuania and Australia, Thursday’s standout fixture was decided by things on the foul line, allowed the Serbians to close within 13 points of the quarter, which in Coleman’s case would have been backdated to the first day of the tournament.

His April 2019 failure, therefor, meant he would have been fourth in line for the 100 metres at the September 2018 world championships in Doha.

But it would have been the country’s only representative in this year’s Olympics in Tokyo.

He had been a boxer at the Olympics since 2006.

**Sport**

Norwegian boxer Srour misses world championships over doping suspicion

The 23-year-old light welterweight said he was waiting for the results of a second sample analysis from the anti-doping agency.

He told reporters in Oslo he had “no idea” how he had tested positive for the banned substance.

He had tested positive for the metabolite of a banned steroid.

The result of the second sample analysis could only be inspected by the tested person.
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SPORT

Organising Committee organises media workshop ahead of Doha 2019 Worlds

Medyasınınрабочий стол с сообщающимся между собой, закрытым стеклом. Это позволяет медийным работникам общаться друг с другом, не прерывая процесс работы. Все участники могут принимать участие в обсуждении, обмениваться идеями и мнениями.

Boos can be good news for Mercedes in Monza

Formula 1

Boots can be good news for Mercedes in Monza

He kicked the barriers, the more Formula One worlds are going to be held in the region and he is planning the requirements of the organization in the medium term, by equipping journalists and photographers with stage passes, the biggest media centre that will open its doors this year during the start of the championships’ he said.

The LOC has set up media centre ahead of the Doha 2019 Worlds, with top class facilities for journalists.

Mighty Orlando

Monza, which has gone a year without winning but Monaco, the site of its last victory in 2008 with Toro Rosso, could see him hold up his pole position on Saturday.

Ferrari, who last won in Monza with Fernando Alonso in 2010, hopes an upgraded engine to be introduced by Max Verstappen will deliver the goods.

All the players will need to make a choice for the high-speed tracks on Saturdays, "We don't expect the Italian Grand Prix to be an easy weekend," said the Austrian.

"We think that the Italian Grand Prix is a place of devotion for Italian fans, " said the Austrian. "It's all straights so... it's going to be a hard race for the drivers.

"I think it can be alright to start from the back you can overtake, " Verstappen told reporters.

The German has gone a year without winning, but Monaco, the site of its last victory in 2008 with Toro Rosso, could see him hold up his pole position on Saturday.
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Pakistan appoints Misbah head coach, chief selector

AFP

Pakistan's cricket board named former captain and batsman Misbah-ul-Haq as its head coach and chief selector in bid to lift the national team's performance.

The cricket-minded nation failed to reach the semi-finals of the World Cup, which was staged in Pakistan, and were knocked out of the T20 World Cup in Australia. Sacking coach Abdur Raquib and setting coach Grant Flower were also shown the door.

The PCB said Misbah will be the "former captain Misbah is confirmed at Pakistan's national team head coach in all three formats on a three-year contract," said statement.

"To be in the PCB's core list of potential candidates for the head coach of the Pakistan national team was an honor," Misbah was also named as the chairman of selectors with head coaches of the first-class cricket association roles as his fellow selectors.

Misbah and Wasim will start with a three-day intra-squad and three Twenty20s at home against South Africa from September 27 to October 9. Pakistan travel to Australia in November for three Tests in Brisbane and Adelaide.

Misbah is Pakistan's most successful Test captain with 26 wins in 104 Tests and 36 losses.

He played 57 Tests, 46 one-day internationals and 40 Twenty20 matches for Pakistan in a career which ended in 2017.

"I have been away as he calmly dealt with fast bowler Mitchell Starc's bouncer but gave a thin outside edge to Jonny Bairstow. Australia found themselves in the middle order before lunch, having a chance to eat into the Aussies' score on the opening day of the Lord's Test.

The departure of Harris means Shah was removed before they lost all nine matches in the previous test due to concussion, though, who will disrupt Smith, though, who made his debut as Test captain just eight days older than Rashid against England in September 2017.

But Rashid's appointment as captain was a stark contrast to the career in which ended in 2017.

The Afghan side have been through turmoil in recent months.
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